We look for:

Chief Engineer and adventurer
for our vessel MV Nansen Explorer

Nansen Polar Expeditions AS (“NPE”) is a Norwegian shipping company specialising in polar expeditions. The company was
founded in August 2019. Our mission is to become the world’s best expedition company for the polar regions, where our expedition
cruises are tailored to each customer group.
In Q4 2020, NPE began upgrading the vessel MV Nansen Explorer to prepare it for its first ever cruise expedition in the polar
regions. We are currently looking for a Chief Engineer who will, as a member of the Nansen Team, contribute to mobilising MV
Nansen Explorer and operate it as Chief Engineer once the expeditions begin.
You will become an important member of the crew and will have many opportunities to grow your skills and knowledge base. Every
expedition is a wonderful adventure, for both crew and guests. As part of the Nansen crew, we can guarantee many unforgettable
experiences.
If you regard yourself as a social, pragmatic and quality-oriented person – with a good degree of wanderlust – please send an
application to us with your CV attached.

Job description
•

Responsible for the vessel’s overall mechanical condition and other electrical/electronical installations.

•

Conduct systematic inspections and maintenance work over your area of responsibility, so that the overall risk of technical
malfunction, accidents or similar, is mitigated.

•

Identify and communicate areas of improvement, with the ability to execute them if necessary.

•

Execute and complete various tasks related to the vessel mechanics and overall condition.

•

Systematically report results, vessel performance and other important information via our ISM-system (CCOM).

•

Prepare and run a yard stay and support the classing of the vessel in cooperation with the NPE management.

•

Be fully committed and engaged to the project-phase of the vessel.

Required qualifications
•

M1 certificate.

•

Experience as Chief Engineer with E0 system.

•

STCW Crisis Management and Human Behaviour is advantageous.

•

Knowledge of a Scandinavian language is advantageous.

•

Experience from polar regions is advantageous.

•

A clean criminal record.

We are looking for a candidate who…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

…is a responsible and accountable person, taking personal ownership of the
mechanical health of the vessel.
…has a very strong focus on safety and security and treat this as his/her number one
priority.
…is very organised and systematic in his/her approach to work.
…has a strong work ethic and ability to work under pressure.
…is flexible and very solution oriented to ensure safe and secure operations in one
of the world’s most remote regions.
…has a passion for the seas, nature, and sustainability.
…is sociable, respectful to others, and enthusiastic.
…is prepared to go “the extra mile”, if necessary, to maximise the quality of our
services and the experience of our guests on board.

What we offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive employment terms.
Fixed rotation.
A very friendly and supportive work environment.
The opportunity to join a fast-growing company.
Challenging work in an exciting and unique business.
Unforgettable experiences in the polar regions.
Good pension and insurance terms.

Practical information
You will first participate in the project-phase of mobilising the vessel MV Nansen Explorer for operation. Once the vessel is upgraded and
classed, she will sail Worldwide from August 2021. The summer season is spent in the Arctic, while the winter season is spent in the
Antarctic.
We have a 1:1 rotation policy.
Work location: MV Nansen Explorer/Yard stay
Employment start: As soon as possible.
Application deadline: January 3rd 2021.
Please send your CV to career@wefollowheroes.com, inserting “Chief Engineer MV Nansen Explorer” as the Subject title.
For more information on the job, email our Technical Superintendent, Dagfinn Lien (dagfinn@wefollowheroes.com)

